2019 Issues and Advocacy Speakers Bureau

Please contact Issues@lwvil.org with requests for speakers. The Issues Specialists listed below will arrange a program for you.

Advocacy for League Issues in Illinois: How to, plus a report on recent results
Hilary Denk, Jean Pierce

Campaign Finance Reform
Elizabeth Lindquist,

Census
Hilary Denk and Jane Ballengee will arrange for programs

Education Funding: Evidence-Based Funding Model
Jean Pierce

Electoral College: Why We Should Abolish the Electoral College
Rosemary Heilemann

Graduated Rate Income Tax
Jean Pierce,

Gun Violence Prevention
Mary Klonowski would work with you to present one of these programs.

  Gun Violence: A Multi-faceted Urban Crisis?

  IL Violent Death Reporting System: Taking Steps to Prevent Violence

  LWVIL and the IL Coalition for Gun Violence Prevention: Where We've Been, and Where We're Heading

Immigration
Kim Reed will arrange for a program

Redistricting
Paula Lawson and Jane Ballengee will arrange for programs such as:
After the Supreme Court: What's Next for Fair Maps?"